Abstract. In this short note we study Bernstein's type theorem of translating solitons whose images of their Gauss maps are contained in compact subsets in an open hemisphere of the standard S n (see Theorem 1.1). As a special case we get a classical Bernstein's type theorem in minimal submanifolds in R n+1 (see Corollary 1.2).
Introduction
Let F 0 : Σ → R n+1 be a smooth immersion of an n-dimensional hypersurface in R n+1 , n ≥ 2. The mean curvature flow is a one-parameter family of smooth immersions F : Σ × [0, T ) → R n+1 satisfying:
∂F ∂t (p, t) = −H(p, t) − → ν , p ∈ M, t ≥ 0 F (·, 0) = F 0 where −H(p, t) − → ν is the mean curvature vector, − → ν (p, t) is the outer normal vector and H(p, t) is the mean curvature respect to the normal vector − → ν (p, t). It is easy to see that the mean curvature of a convex surface is positive in our definition.
If the initial hypersurface is compact, it is not hard to see that mean curvature flow must develop singularities in finite time. By the blow up rate of second fundamental form, we can divided the singularities into two types, i.e. we say it type-1 singularity if there is a constant C such that max
as t → T , otherwise we say it of type-2, here A is the second fundamental forms of hypersurface at time t . It is well-known that if a mean curvature flow develops type-1 singularities, we can get self-shrinking solutions after rescaling the surface near a singularity. Similarly, if the initial surface is mean convex and the singularity is of type-2, Huisken and Sinistrari [5] have proved that any limiting flow is a convex hypersurface which is a convex translating soliton. And it is not too difficult to see that a translating solitons is a hypersurface in R n+1 satisfying certain nonlinear equations (see (2) below, and we only consider codimension 1 case in this paper.), it plays an important role in analysis of singularities in mean curvature flow (see [4, 5] , for examples). On the other hand, translating solitons can also be regarded as natural generalizations of minimal hypersurface in R n+1 . With these facts in mind, it is natural to ask if Bernstin's type result is still true for translating solitons.
Inspired by work of [1, 7, 8, 9 , 10] etc, we focus on investigation of uniqueness translating solitons solutions through their Gauss maps. We are able to get a Bernstein type property of translating solitons. Namely, if the Gauss map image of a translating soliton lies in a compact subset of a open hemisphere of S n , then it must be a hyperplane. For self shrinkers similar results have been obtained by Xin, Ding,Yang [9] (Theorem 3.2).
Before we state our main results, we need to express some basic facts and notations first.
A translating soliton is a solution to (1) translating in the direction of a constant vector T in R n+1 , more precisely, we call F :
and H(p) is defined as above. For simplicity, we will identify F (Σ) and Σ in the sequel, and simply say Σ is a translating soliton.
Let Σ be a translating soliton . We always take the outer normal vector through out this paper, denote the induced metric by g = {g ij }, the surface measure by dµ, the second fundamental form by A = {h ij }, and mean curvature by H = g ij h ij . We then denote by λ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ λ n the principal curvature, i.e. the eigenvalue of the matrix (h
n will denote the squared norm of the second fundamental form.
Let u : Σ → S n be the Gauss map of the translating soliton Σ, and the image u(x) be the outer normal vector of Σ.
n-dimensional complete translating soliton with bounded mean curvature. If the image of Gauss map
, then Σ must be a hyperplane.
As it was mentioned before that a complete minimal hypersurface is a stationary solution of mean curvature flow, surely it is also a translating soliton, then we can also get a Bernstein type result for minimal hypersurfaces as following one. We wonder it is a well-known result, however, we cannot find the exact reference for it. In the remain part of the paper we will first derive some useful formulae for translating solitons and then give a proof of Theorem 1.1.
Gauss map of translating soliton
Let V = V α be the tangential part of T . Then the normal component must be −HN α to solve the mean curvature flow. In local coordinates
where {V i } is a tangent vector on M, and the unit outer normal − → N = {N α }. Take covariant derivative on the above equality for i = 1, · · · , n.
∂x k Then equating tangential and normal components we find that
We use the previous definition of Gauss map u : Σ → S n . The pull back under u of the tangent bundle T S n to a bundle over u is denoted by u −1 T S n . T Σ and NΣ denote the tangent bundle and the normal bundle of Σ respectively. It is easy to see that u −1 T S n is isometric to the tensor product T Σ × NΣ.
By definition, the mean curvature H = T ru * is the trace of u * respect to the Riemannian metric on T Σ. We denote du = u * , and obviously du is a cross section on u −1 T S n . So we can get that ∇H = ∇T rdu = T r∇du. Now, let us compute exactly what T r∇du is. Denote Γ andΓ the Christoffel symbols on Σ and S n , {x i } and {y α } the local coordinates on Σ and S n respectively. 
we get ∇H = −du(V ). Then we have the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1. The Gauss map u of a translating soliton Σ forms a quasiharmonic map,i.e.
where τ (u) is defined as above, V is a tangent vector field on Σ.
Lemma 2.2. For the quasi-harmonic equation of Gauss map u, we have the following Bochner formula:
Proof. Denote R ijkl and K αβγσ be the curvature operator on Σ and S n both with induced metric respectively. In general, we have the Bochner formula (See Lemma 3.1 in [6] ):
By Gauss equation for hypersurface, we have
Because u is Gauss map and is outer normal vector, Weingarten formula gives u i = h ij e j . Together with (2), We compute
Using Gauss equation, we have
The assertion follows from the above equalities.
, let ρ be the distance function from y 0 on S n , we define ϕ(y) = 1 − cos ρ(y) on B Proof. (1) and (2) hold obviously, so we only need to prove (3). Applying Proposition 2.20 of [2] (or see [1] ),
where dS 2 is the metric tensor on S n . It is easy to check that
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Choosing a convex function on B S n Λ (y 0 ) as above, by direct computation we have
Denote r 2 = |F (x)| 2 be the distance function in R n+1 from the point x ∈ Σ to the origin. |∇r| ≤ |∇F | ≤ √ n − 1. It is easy to check that ∆r 2 = 2(n − 1) + 2 < − → H , F >, here and in the sequel, ∇ and ∆ is gradient and Laplacian operator on Σ with induced metric. Note that the mean curvature of Σ is bounded, we have
where C is only depend on n and the upper bound of |H|. Assume the origin 0 ∈ F (Σ),we denote
is the ball with 0 as the center and R(> r) as radius in R n+1 . By a direct computation, we get
where C is only depend on n and H. Then from (9), (10), and (11), we get
Because T is a constant vector, and V is its tangent part on Σ, then the norm of V is bounded. By this the previous inequality becomes we get
where C only depend on n, the upper bound of |H|, the norm of V , b, ϕ, and is independent of R.
Then, By taking R into infinity, we know that the Gauss map must be constant, so Theorem 1.1 follows. ✷
